Rogue One: A Star
Wars Story

Walking with the
Enemy

The Rebel Alliance makes a
risky move to steal the plans for
the Death Star, setting up the
epic saga to follow.

A young man, separated from his
family in WWII, disguises himself as a Nazi SS Officer and
uncovers more than just his family whereabouts.

Rated PG-13
Format DVD/Blu-Ray

© Lucasfilm

Rated PG-13
Format DVD

© Liberty Studios

Sing
In a city of humanoid animals, a
hustling theater impresario's
attempt to save his theater with a
singing competition becomes
grander than he anticipates even
as its finalists' find that their
lives will never be the same.
Rated PG
Format DVD/Blu-Ray

© Dentsu

Underworld: Blood
Wars
Vampire death dealer, Selene
(Kate Beckinsale) fights to end
the eternal war between the Lycan clan and the Vampire faction
that betrayed her.

© Screen Gems

Rated R
Format DVD/Blu-Ray
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The Founder

Incarnate

Monster Trucks

The story of Ray Kroc, a salesman who turned two brothers'
innovative fast food eatery,
McDonald's, into one of the biggest restaurant businesses in the
world with a combination of
ambition, persistence, and ruthlessness.

A scientist with the ability to
enter the subconscious minds of
the possessed must save a young
boy from the grips of a demon
with powers never seen before,
while facing the horrors of his
past.

Rated PG-13
Format DVD

Rated PG-13
Format DVD

In a small town, an oil company
is drilling for oil. The geologist,
Dowd, informs his boss, Tenneson that they detected what
could be an ecosystem which
could affect their drilling rights.
But Tenneson tells them to go
on and something happens.
Something came out and Tenneson wants to keep it quiet by
keeping what came out on ice .

© IM Global

© Weinstein Company

© Nickelodeon Movies

La La Land

Gold

Office Christmas Party

A jazz pianist falls for an aspiring actress in Los Angeles.

Kenny Wells, a prospector desperate for a lucky break, teams
up with a similarly eager geologist and sets off on a journey to
find gold in the uncharted jungle
of Indonesia.

When his uptight CEO sister
threatens to shut down his
branch, the branch manager
throws an epic Christmas party
in order to land a big client and
save the day, but the party gets
way out of hand.

Rated PG-13
Format DVD/Blu-Ray

Rated R
Format DVD/Blu-Ray

© Black Bear Pictures

Rated R
Format DVD/Blu-Ray

© Black Label Media

© Bluegrass Films

Hidden Figures

Lion

Paterson

The story of a team of AfricanAmerican women mathematicians who served a vital role in
NASA during the early years of
the US space program.

A five-year-old Indian boy gets
lost on the streets of Calcutta,
thousands of kilometers from
home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by a
couple in Australia; 25 years
later, he sets out to find his lost
family.

A quiet observation of the triumphs and defeats of daily life,
along with the poetry evident in
its smallest details.

Rated PG
Format DVD/Blu-Ray

Rated R
Format DVD

Rated PG-13
Format DVD/Blu-Ray

© Levantine Films

Rated PG
Format DVD/Blu-Ray

© See-Saw Films

© Amazon Studios

